
!!
April 1st 2019 !!

09:45 Welcome 
10:00 Angela Nieto (Keynote speaker) - Cell plasticity and the INs and OUTs of  the EMT in health and disease !
ECM and cell migration  
10:40 Florence Janody - Computational modelling and experimental approaches identify a role of  ECM stiffening in Src-
induces EMT 
11:00 Juan Carlos Rodriguez Manzaneque - Relevance of  ECM proteolytic remodeling for cell invasion and migration  
11:20 Rui Travasso - Mathematical modeling of  migrating cells and angiogenesis 
11:40 Dunja Bijelić- Are alternatively spliced domains of  tenascin-C the key to its complex modulatory effects in the nervous 
system injuries? !!
Networking Lunch !!
14:00 Lino Ferreira (Keynote speaker) - Mechanical forces in the differentiation/maturation of  human pluripotent stem 
cell-derived endothelial cells  !
Mechanotransduction and cytoskeleton 
14:40 Mirjana Liovic - Cytoskeletal mutations and keratinocyte dynamics and elasticity 
15:00 Mário Grãos - Mechanomodulation of  human stem cells: a crosstalk between cytoskeleton and nucleus 
15:20 Andreja Ambriovic Ristov - The αv-integrin adhesome affects cancer cell migration 
15:40 Aylin Sendemir - Mechanotransduction regulates endothelial cell behavior in an in vitro blood brain barrier model  !!
Coffee Break !!
New and state-of-the-art technological approaches - part I 
Participants/sponsors are encouraged to present short (10 min) contributions on state-of-the-art techniques 
that are used in their lab !
Concluding remarks and discussions !!
Networking Dinner ! !!!!!!



!!
April 2nd 2019 !!

10:00 Maddy Parsons (Keynote speaker) - Molecular mechanisms controlling cytoskeletal dynamics !
Redox regulation/modulation and cell migration  
10:40 Nuno Saraiva - The role of  a new family of  Ca2+ ion channels on cell migration 
11:00 Ana Fernandes - Modulation of  cancer cell migration by redox-active compounds 
11:20 Armindo Salvador - Hydrogen peroxide signaling in the cytoplasm of  eukaryotic cells: what mechanisms are viable? !!
Networking Lunch !!
14:00 Inês Mendes Pintos (Keynote speaker) - Dimensionality in Cell Dynamics !
Mechanobiology and Aging 
14:40 Claudia Cavadas - Autophagy and Aging 
15:00 Yannis Missirlis -  Vascular Tissue Engineering : basic principles for proper cell's function 
15:20 Špela Zemljič Jokhadar - Mechanical properties of  MDA-MB-231 cells treated with metformin and 2-deoxy glucose  !!
Coffee Break !!
New and state-of-the-art technological approaches  - part II 
16:00 Ramunas Valiokas - Cellular networks and cell co-culture systems on chemically cross-linked biomimetic hydrogels. 
Participants/sponsors are encouraged to present short (10 min) contributions on state-of-the-art techniques 
that are used in their lab !
Wrap up  session !!


